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The Plot Genie—in its momentum, imagistic vitality, and cinematic and often improvisational
arc—resembles the movement of a film more than of a poetry collection. Rich in scene, spanning and
recombining a wellspring of story—both visual and literary, old and new—into a simultaneous present, these
poems also examine our culture's endless hunger for and production of narrative. The Plot Genie culls and
questions what it is that holds any narrative together, and exposes some of the ways that characters behave
and take shape when inhabiting a construct created by ideas. At its core, this collection looks at the ways in
which we are recreated, inspired, aroused, and persuaded by the power of the stories that we listen to, tell
each other, and find ourselves within, searching for human enchantment and meaning.

The inspiration for this book is a plot-generating device created in the 1930s by an ex silent screenwriter,
Wycliffe A. Hill. The original "Plot Genie"—used widely by Hollywood writers until the late 1950's—relied
on a numerical game of chance, including a cardboard spinning wheel used to divine character traits and plot
points. A murky underworld constantly created and recreated, peopled by hapless figures waiting to be
"dialed up" and sent along multiple and fragmentary narratives, Gillian Conoley's THE PLOT GENIE
includes characters of her own invention, contemporary film actors stripped of their veneer by the rapid,
shape-shifting powers of the plot genie, and characters from other, older texts, such as Frankenstein. All are
ruled by the insatiable plot genie, who herself becomes a character, a force neither fully in charge nor
culpable, much like our leaders or guides today. In the plot genie's world, as in ours, the demands put upon
characters by the plots in which they participate can be very high, and very hard to appease.
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From reader reviews:

Lydia Rogers:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or that for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
several personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't need
do that. You must know how great as well as important the book The Plot Genie. All type of book are you
able to see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Johnathan Fuller:

Here thing why this kind of The Plot Genie are different and trusted to be yours. First of all studying a book
is good nonetheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as yummy as food or not.
The Plot Genie giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is
no book that similar with The Plot Genie. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your current eyes
about the thing in which happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. It is easy to
bring everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your technique home by train. In case you are
having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of The Plot Genie in e-book can be your
choice.

Etsuko Siler:

The book with title The Plot Genie has lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a lot of help
after read this book. This specific book exist new information the information that exist in this publication
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of the
world. This kind of book will bring you throughout new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book
in your smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Steven Young:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to choose book
like comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not striving The Plot Genie that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be
said as the opportunity for people to know world much better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be mentioned constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man or woman but for all of
you who wants to possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as your good
habit, you are able to pick The Plot Genie become your starter.
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